"Düsseldorf Property - A City for Success!"
Dusseldorf is the shining star in Germany and shimmering metropolis along the Rhine river.
The city is centre for fashion, publishing, advertising in Germany. City of culture and art.
Here, both international and local identity is united and artistically represented.
Each famous commercial company has ist representative office. Düsseldorf represents the
location for economic futur with high potential to increase value of investment .
For real estate, Düsseldorf is key for individual development and success!

600.000 citizens live in this vibrating city with the 3rd biggest airport in Germany. Here, top of
the top prices are paid for purchasing or renting real estate.
Foreign investors love this unique place, verified in numbers: roughly 5.000 branches of foreign
companies (approx. 750 form the Netherlands, 450 from Japan, 450 from the USA, 350 from
Great Britain, 250 from France, 90 from Taiwan and 40 from Korea). Diversity of the structure of
its branches offers high resistance against economic and reat estate market crisis.
Currently, the average real estate purchasing price is 3.866,36€/m². For appartments, this excel
sheet reflects price comparison between city, the country and Germany wide:

m²
30 m²
60 m²
100 m²

Düsseldorf Nordrhein-Westfalen
2.240,22 € 1.414,02 €
2.336,93 € 1.338,45 €
3.628,37 € 2.063,43 €

Germany
2.270,59 €
2.066,29 €
2.771,41 €

Düsseldorf is ranking over the top of the average german real estate prices. There is no end in
sight of high and continuous increasing value in return of your investment.

Development of appartment purchasing prices in Düsseldorf:

Development of purchasing prices for houses and villas in Düsseldorf:

The city is a multicultural hotspot. Its infrastructure shortens ways of transportation to a
minimum. Investing into real estate at Düsseldorf means investing in high quality of life,
investing in high quality that is maintained based on its location, its reputation and international
platform which is recognized worldwide.

Famous brands in clothing industry and fashion are represented. Fashion week attracts VIPS
from all over the world.
Düsseldorf is a city that plays amongst London, Paris, Madrid and reads any wish from your
lips.

------------------Next english blog is "Property in Munich"-----------------------------

